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ANNABEL ELLIS – GENERAL MANAGER
Annabel is from the south-west of England and studied Fashion Publishing in
Oxford. Her twelve years working as a graphic designer came to an end when
she went on safari to Botswana, and fell in love with the country that she now
calls home. Annabel began her hospitality career with Wilderness Safaris at
Vumbura Plains Camp. She then moved to the Republic of Congo with the
Wilderness Collection to manage Ngaga Camp (aka Gorilla Central) and has
also spent years in Tanzania’s northern Serengeti. Wonderful as each of these
places were, she found herself powerless to resist the pull of Botswana and of
Abu Camp. Her focus now is on channelling the Abu Camp team’s enthusiasm
and passion into delivering the best possible guest experience.
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HAMISH HENDERSON – MAINTENANCE MANAGER
Hamish was born and raised in the small mining town of Selebi-Phikwe, on
the western side of Botswana. Along with his wife Millie, he joined Wilderness
Safaris in 2010, interspersing management roles at Little Vumbura, Vumbura
Plains and Mombo with short stints assisting in the Zimbabwe Wilderness
Camps. Hamish joined the Abu herd in October 2016 and, when he is not
fixing, tinkering and making a plan, makes the most of the opportunities to take
photographs and share the beauty of the Okavango with guests.
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CAMILLA ‘MILLIE’ HENDERSON – HOUSEKEEPING MANAGER
Originally from Durban in South Africa, Millie grew up within earshot of the
Victoria Falls. Living in the epicentre of Zimbabwe’s tourism industry, she
became involved in the hospitality trade from a young age. After graduating
from the University of Gloucestershire in 2010 with a Hospitality and Events
Management degree, Millie returned to her home continent and joined
Wilderness Safaris. She is one half of a formidable management team with her
husband Hamish as they bring their unique blend of skills to various Camps
across southern Africa. Now having joined the Abu herd, Millie’s passion for
service and hospitality is finding expression as manager of the housekeeping
department, and she still makes time to indulge her love of birds and wildlife.
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TSEBO TUMELO – GUEST EXPERIENCE MANAGER
Tsebo was born and raised in Botswana’s capital city, Gaborone. From a very
young age he was aware of his love for people and wildlife, and the links that
humanity and the environment share. Studies in international tourism led to
him acquiring his full professional guide’s license, and he was ready for life
in the bush. After several years learning the ropes in Botswana, he had the
opportunity to spend a year at Walt Disney World in Florida as part of a Disney
international programme. As he describes it, this experience was the cherry
on the cake for his growth in guest relations and meant that he was perfectly
equipped to take on the role of Guest Experience Manager at Abu Camp. This
allows him to interact with guests from all over the world, as well as with the
elephants, which inspires him to seek out solutions that will allow both the
gentle giants and human beings to live in harmony.
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SEGOMOTSO ‘GLADYS’ TIRO – MASSEUSE
Born among the beautiful floodplains and riverine forests of Beetsha village, in
the north-eastern Okavango Delta, Gladys completed her education and then
found a role as a housekeeper with Wilderness Safaris through the company’s
partnership with the communities that comprise the Okavango Community
Trust. Gladys’ irrepressible personality and ready smile meant that she was a
natural in the front of house, and she worked as a bartender for several years.
During this time, she worked hard on her professional qualifications, becoming
one of the first Wilderness Safaris employees in Botswana to achieve head of
department, level two. She then seized the opportunity to become a curio
shop manager, adding business skills to her already impressive portfolio.
Next step on her career path was to become a trainee camp manager and
massage therapist. Her personal motto is “the sky’s the limit” – although
everyone who meets her agrees that she is likely to go considerably higher
than that!
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KEDUMETSE ‘KD’ SEFOFU – EXECUTIVE CHEF
KD was born in Maun, Botswana but his appetite for adventure saw him travel
all over southern Africa, absorbing local cultures and flavours. For his first role
in the hospitality industry, he snapped up the chance to become a chef at
Crocodile Camp, and went on to gain experience as a chef and head chef
with several leading safari companies. This experience more than tipped the
scales in his favour when he applied to join Abu Camp in 2004. KD has grown
professionally during his time at Abu, and now wields the wooden spoon of
authority in the kitchen as Executive Chef. KD’s entrepreneurial spirit seems
him frequently cooking up new business ideas, and he aims to one day start
his own restaurant, inspired by his travels to push the boundaries of traditional
Setswana food and offer fusion cuisine to locals and travellers alike.
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CLAUDINE SWART – FOOD AND BEVERAGE MANAGER
Born in South Africa, Claudine studied as a chef at Prue Leith Food & Wine
in Pretoria. Her two practical assignments saw her posted to safari camps,
and she soon realised that she had completely fallen in love with life in the
African bush. One of these camps was in Madikwe in South Africa’s North West
Province, and it exerted quite a hold on her affections as she spent over eight
years there, acquiring camp management and kitchen management skills.
After this long stretch in one incredible place, Claudine began to consider
what other wonders the bush held. Friends recommended Botswana to her,
and she has never looked back. A year in that quintessential Okavango Camp,
Xigera, prepared her for her new post at Abu Camp, where she soon fell in
love all over again – the Abu herd adding yet another heart to their long list of
conquests!
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WELLINGTON ‘WELLY’ JANA – ELEPHANT MANAGER
In his home town of Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe, Wellington started working with
elephants with Wild Horizons in 1995. He began his career as an elephant
handler and worked his way up to elephant management by 2005. In 2011,
Wild Horizons was recruited by Wilderness Safaris to bring in its elephant
management expertise to help transition the elephants from the regime of
the previous owner of Abu Camp to the gentler approach employed today.
Wellington was critical in helping the Abu herd adjust to training based on
positive reinforcement and minimising physical exertion of the elephants for
guest activities, thus bringing the Abu elephant experience more in line with
the values of Wilderness Safaris.
Wellington’s many accomplishments include the successful introduction into
the wild of former Abu Herd members Gikka and Naya, as well as ensuring the
survival and welfare of the Abu herd’s youngest member, Naledi, following the
tragic passing of her mother Kiti. A true elephant man, Wellington most enjoys
spending time with the elephants when he is here at camp, especially Naledi
with whom he has a particularly strong bond.
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BOAGO ‘BEE’ POLOKO – ELEPHANT TEAM MANAGER
Bee is a native of Maun, Botswana. As the son of an anti-poaching officer, he
had always had a passion for elephants and wanted to work with them from a
very early age. His chance came when he joined the Abu Camp team in 2010,
beginning as a trainee elephant handler. Showing exceptional dedication to his
work, he rose to his current position as Elephant Team Manager in 2013. His
people skills, humility and attention to detail in his dealings with both elephants
and guests make Bee a valued human member of the Abu herd. As an aspiring
photographer, Bee spends his spare time creating a portfolio of images of
wildlife, elephants and Okavango landscapes, reflecting his deep passion for
elephants and the Delta, combined with his vibrant personality.

VISIT ABUCAMP.COM

